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LEFT SEAT

How many of us have taken the time to sit down and read an actual NTSB accident report?  About a month ago

I had the opportunity to appear on a KSL television evening news broadcast and make comments on an

accident that happened in Missouri on 26 Aug 11.  I was able to find the NTSB report regarding the accident

on the FAA website and spent some time reading and studying it prior to my appearance on the TV program.

The report I obtained was a “synopsis from the Safety Board’s report and [did] not include the Board’s

rationale for the conclusions, probable cause, and safety recommendations”.  However, it did contain the

summary, findings, probable cause as well as contributing factors.  The report included the following:

Summary:

• Who

• What

• When

• Where

• Why

Findings:

• The pilot and aircraft were properly certified

• Wreckage examination determined that the aircraft engine lost power due to fuel exhaustion

• Although the aircraft low fuel state was clearly indicated, the pilot missed three opportunities to

detect the condition

• The pilot departed the second leg of a mission knowing that the aircraft had insufficient fuel re-

serves likely in order to avoid delays and other possible negative outcomes

• Self-induced pressure likely caused the pilot to fixate on his intended refueling point and continue

the flight rather than make a precautionary landing

• During the day, the pilot sent and received numerous text messages that was a self-induced dis-

traction that took his attention away from his primary responsibility

• The pilot had insufficient sleep the night before that likely caused fatigue which degraded his per-

formance

• The pilot failed to make the appropriate flight control inputs after engine failure

• The pilot’s training regarding those inputs was not representative of an actual failure

• etc.

Probable Cause:

• “The pilot’s failure to confirm that the aircraft had adequate fuel onboard to complete the mission

before making the first departure”

• The pilots “improper decision to continue the mission and make a second departure after he be-

came aware of a critically low fuel level”

Contributing Factors:

• The pilot’s distracted attention due to personal texting

• The pilot’s degraded performance due to fatigue

The overall message I got from reading this report is that if you screw up and crash as pilot in command, the

NTSB will look at every aspect of your life for a sufficient time period prior to the accident to make conclusions

about you, your abilities, your preparation, your state of mind, your habits and procedures as a pilot, the
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aircraft and its current condition, aircraft maintenance history as well as the obvious things like weather,

qualifications and training.

Through an understanding of what the NTSB looks at, we should be better prepared to assess ourselves

through more objectives eyes.  We should be more capable of evaluating our own abilities to complete a flight

safely on any given day or at any given time.  We should have a greater ability to give ourselves honest answers

to the following questions:

• Have I had enough sleep and nourishment?

• Is the weather within my capabilities and training?

• Is the weather within the abilities of my aircraft and its systems?

• What is my emotional condition?

• Am I under stress at home or at work?

• Am I current and qualified in the aircraft?

• Has the aircraft been properly maintained?

• Have I done a thorough pre-flight?

• Do I have “get home itis” that could cloud my judgment?

• etc.

So fellow pilots, may there never be an NTSB report on us and if there is one, may it never say of us “he / she

was a good pilot but………….”

Fly safe

Dave Haymond

President, UGAA
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SAFETY

By jtçÇx _xçwáÅtÇ, CFI

Former Navy Trained Coast Guard Officer and Aviator, Fixed Wing SEL, MEL Rotary Wing, Heli-

copter and Civil Air Patrol and Cherokee Pilot, and UGAA Board Member

Wow, summertime is fast approaching. As I pondered what to write, I decided to  write something

that many of us suffer from that can affect our flying. It happens mostly in the autumn and winter

when we are indoors a lot. At present I am suffering from this malady and am a bit miserable.  It

is known as the COMMON COLD! For me it is a rotten spring time COLD, and I’m pretty sure I know

where I caught it!  It was one recent sunny afternoon as I sat on the Frontrunner Train from Salt

Lake to Provo where I now reside.  A gentleman wearing a nice suit sat down across from me and

It wasn’t long until I found out he had a nasty cold.  He began to sneeze and he had  a runny

nose ; sure enough, several days later the symptoms began to appear, but I kept working and I too

probably was passing on this malady to others. I made sure I took some over- the - counter items

and had several hankies in my pocket. As I drove around Salt Lake City for my work, I noted I felt

a little dizzy and at times a bit off. I had planned a flight for the weekend but began to

reconsider , for the above mentioned reasons. I am normally healthy and I hate having colds!

I have flown with colds before, and did OK. With head congestion several times my ears had a hard

time popping and that did cause some discomfort. I do remember feeling sluggish and a bit behind

the airplane and perhaps not thinking as clearly as I could. Luckily, these flights turned out

reasonably well and landed without incident. However, several times after the flight, I felt worse

than I did prior to taking the flight. During Navy flight training they told us to go to the flight

surgeon if we felt a cold coming on, especially on those flight where we would do high altitude

penetrations, rolling dives, or very rapid descents.  I ruptured an ear drum on one flight. The pain

was terrible and I learned a valuable lesson and I only had the sniffles!

I decided to do some basic research on this common malady that the average individual contracts

about two to three times a year. The common cold is a virus that takes about two weeks to fully

recover from. (There are some antiviral medications which can reduce this period.) There are

many strains, with over 200 identified.  Many times a cold can be caused by several viruses. A cold

can lead to other bacterial illnesses because the immune system is compromised. Usually within

twenty four hours you may find yourself beginning to sneeze, have a chilled feeling and perhaps

start having a mild headache. Some of the symptoms include sore or scratchy throat, runny nose,

congestion, coughing, tiredness, muscle aches, and even a feeling of vertigo! Along with this

malady, it is often difficult to sleep and get proper rest. This tiredness, fatigue, feeling physically

uncomfortable, irritated, distracted, mental lethargy, can lead to diminished communications,

judgment, and necessary decision making abilities.

Physical performance can also be negatively affected due to muscle weakness, which is exac-

erbated by fatigue and tiredness. With congestion comes sinus and ear blockages. If flying a

pressurized aircraft, should sudden decompression occur, a pilot or crewmember could be

rendered incapacitated if suffering from a cold! The FAA has a list of approved over-the -counter

medications. However, they only mask the symptoms. Care still needs to be taken. Perhaps the

best approach is to not act as a flight crew member. Another consideration is for those in the

plane or cockpit with you, for they too will soon be infected. So, having the common COLD is



SAFETY cont.

indeed a major consideration for a safe flight or perhaps for any human complex activity. In

aviation too much is at risk; perhaps remaining on terrafirma is the best decision.

I found a British study conducted at the University of Leeds discussing how the common cold

affects drivers of vehicles. As part of this safety study, they placed healthy as well as drivers

suffering from the common cold in driving simulators.  The study investigated effects of the

common cold on simulated driving and potential collision awareness. Their conclusion was that,

“having the common cold is associated with a reduced ability to detect a potential collision and  to

respond quickly to unexpected events…” One part of the study I found interesting was that drivers

with cold symptoms violated traffic lights twice as often as drivers who were symptom free!

Drivers were also slower to react with their lower alertness state.

Major Helen Wright, Directorate of Flight Safety, Ottawa, Canada wrote an interesting article

about the common cold and air travel, mostly oriented toward the passengers on airlines. She

noted that many people complain of respiratory symptoms following commercial air travel, and

studies have shown that indeed 20% of air travelers do have cold symptoms following air travel

and suffer a higher percentage of symptoms than the norm population. Why? Just like me in the

train. These infections are transmitted by droplets in the air and from contact with surfaces having

the viruses. She goes on to discuss prevention measures which many of us follow during the ‘cold

and flu season.’ We should wash our hands, use hand sanitizer, avoid touching our eyes mouth

and nose with dirty hands. !  COLDS can happen any time of the year!

So how do we as aviators respond to having the common COLD? It all depends. It is a tough call

sometimes, and can depend on what stage of the COLD we are in. It is best if we stay on the

ground and be considerate of others as well as ourselves. We know we are ‘not all there’ with a

COLD. We often continue to go to work, we drive, we feel crummy, but push on. We know we are

not up to speed. The demands of driving and then the added demands of flying can increase our

potential of making errors. Flying has many responsibilities. We need to be alert, well rested,

proficient and have a detailed well prepared plan for the flight. Things can go wrong. We need to

be ready to make quick and correct decisions. Remember, not only pre-flight your aircraft with

care, but yourself. You need to be your own risk manager.   Remember IM SAFE. I-Illness. Do I have

any symptoms that could cause me to be less than attentive or unsafe for the tasks ahead?  Do

I need to see or speak with my AME or family doctor? M-Medications. Am I taking any medica-

tions, prescription or over-the-counter, that could impair my abilities for a safe flight?  S-Stress.

Am I under pressure or have deep personal concerns that take up ‘brain space’?  A-Alcohol. How

long and how much? It can have a serious effect for well over 8 hours? F-Fatigue. Am I adequately

rested? Am I tired? Ensure adequate rest and exercise. E-Eating.  Eat proper foods. Keep ade-

quately nourished. Stay hydrated!

With summer here, be well, fly safely, and be safety conscious in all your activities!



PAT’S CORNER

It’s great to have the warmer days of late spring, early summer upon us. The blue sky of Utah

is calling! It’s also the construction season, not only for roads and highways, but airport run-

ways! The focus of this article is to remind Utah’s GA pilots of the importance of checking NO-

TAMs as part of pre-flight planning.

I recently visited Price-Carbon County airport (PUC). Two of the runways, including the main

runway, are closed as construction crews are busy with reconstructing and paving projects. The

one runway that is open is 4,500 feet long. If you’re in the habit of using the 8,300 foot main

runway at PUC, you could be caught off guard if you didn’t know the main runway is closed.

Four thoughts come to mind: (1) The ILS and associated lighting system of the main runway are

also out of service. (2) With only one runway open, you may need to use your crosswind land-

ing skills. Are they up to speed? If not, you may need to land at an alternate airport. Do you

have sufficient fuel? (3) The 4,500 foot runway may be sufficient for a comfortable landing, but

is it sufficient for a safe takeoff (Think Density Altitude)? You may need to adjust your takeoff

weight by reducing the number of passengers, baggage, fuel or combination of the three. (4)

During calm wind conditions at PUC, a prudent pilot takes off to the south because terrain at

the end of the runway is descending. When departing to the north, you face rapidly rising ter-

rain.

While at PUC, a pilot of a small airplane was having some difficulty trying to land. I watched as

he set up to land on the primary runway, which was closed. He entered the downwind, turned

base and then final before seeing the large X that indicated the runway was closed before go-

ing around. He then set up to land on the open runway but had a difficult time with the

crosswinds. Once again, he performed a go-around (good decision!). At this point he should

have diverted to another airport, but he elected to land…….on the parallel taxiway of the

closed runway. It’s a true story! Instead of focusing on the mistakes the pilot made, take a few

minutes to think about what you can learn from them so you don’t make the same mistakes.

There are several projects scheduled for Utah GA airports this summer. Some will close a run-

way or airport for only a day or two (crack seal, sealcoat and paint) while other projects (re-

habilitation or reconstruction) are long term. You already know about construction at PUC. At

SLC, the center runway is closed as construction crews remove 4 inches of old asphalt and ap-

ply 4 inches of new. It will soon open for day VFR operations, but will remain closed for night

operations until new runway lighting is installed. In the meantime, large airliners are operating

on runway 17-35 so stay alert! At Richfield airport, grading of the new runway is complete and

asphalt is scheduled to be laid this summer. Contractors are busy working on a runway exten-

sion project at Spanish Fork. A runway extension project is also scheduled to begin at Wendo-

ver. So, be sure and check NOTAMs for runway or airport closure due to construction or other

activity prior to you next flight.

Safe Flying,

Pat

Ed’s note.. Pat Morley is

Director of Utah Division

of Aeronautics


